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LIGHT SOURCES
Light Sources in Aids to Navigation have been evolving across the years, adapting from wood fire used
up to the year 1,800, to oil wick, vaporized oil and
gas burners. Later, these systems evolved to electric
lights, such as electric arc lamps, filament lamps and
LEDs. Optical equipment adjusted to these advances, first with reflector systems and later with Fresnel
lenses.

The Guideline G01048 provides information about axisting
light sources and developments about lighting sources in
Aids to Navigation field. Also, The Guideline G01048 amplify
the information about LED light sources and High intensity
LEDs, which have been established as most used light source and has obtained the best performance in existing Aids to
Navigation.
The following paragraphs describes some of light resources
technologies, whether currently used or obsolete.

COMBUSTION SYSTEMS

Acetylene gas lights (obsolete)
Also known as carbide lamp, carburetor or candil, is an acetylene gas ignition light
system. It was the first reliable method to automate lighthouses during the first half
of the 20th century.

Oil steam burners (obsolete)
They use an incandescent cap burner, the gases released by oil burn with a yellow

Acetylene gas lights
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flame. It was used with acetylene lamps because their robustness and simplicity.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
Provides light by the heating a solid body (known as filament) at high temperature.

Incandescent lamps with tungsten filament
They generate light by the heating of a tungsten filament
at high temperature. The higher the temperature, the
whiter and brighter is the light.

Tungsten halogen lamps
Oil Lamp

Halogen lamps solves the problem of light degradation,
thanks to the halogen recombination of tungsten. They
are similar to incandescent tungsten lamps but with higher efficiency and smaller in size.

DISCHARGE LAMPS

Incandescent lamps with
tungsten filament

Discharge lamps have some notable differences with incandescent standard lamps.
The lights is produced by a gas polarization, electric current “discharge” across it, producing light (In a way similar as lighting across the atmosphere).
There are different types.

Fluorescent lamps
Fluorescent lamps are discharge lamps that use low pressure mercury steam. Ultraviolet radiation (no visible to the human eye) predominates in its emission spectrum,
for this reason the walls of the discharge tube are covered with fluorescent powders,
which make the UV radiation visible.

Xenon Lamps
Xenon lamps are discharge lamps with xenon gas in a high-pressure silicon tube. They
produce a white high intensity light, very effective in long range aids to navigation

Fluorescent Lamp
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Sodium steam lamps
Sodium steam lamps are discharge lamps that produce a high intensity yellow light. They have
not been used commonly in aids to navigation.

Metal Halide lamps
They are discharge lamps that use a mix
of argon, mercury, and a variety of metal
halides. These lamps are very efficient
and widely used in long range aids to navigation.
Metal Halide Lamps
Xenon Lamps

LED LAMPS
A Light Emitting Diode (LED) is a light source built by a semiconductor material equipped with two terminals. It is about
a diode who emits light when it’s
activated. If the proper voltage is
applied to the terminals, the electrons recombine with the gaps in
the semiconductor junction region releasing energy in the form
of photons. This effect is called
electroluminescence.
In the following article, we will focus on this technology, and try to
explain the singular optical, thermal and electric properties of the
LED technology, making a brief
introduction to LED technology in
aids to navigation and its current
state.

LED Lamp MLL1000 (Developed and patented by MSM)

